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About This Content

An affordable discount pass that includes 5 DLC packs.

Season Pass Bonus:
・Additional Playable Character: Tira

Content included in the Season Pass:
・Playable Character: 2B

・Character Creation Set A
・Playable Character: Amy
・Character Creation Set B

・Playable Character C
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Title: SOULCALIBUR VI Season Pass
Genre: Action
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studios, Dimps Corporation
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Not worth the price they're asking for what little it brings.. After some time looking at the season pass content, I think I can
confidently say it's more content but not more quality. If you're on the fence, it's probably not worth it.

If you love SCVI and are hungry for more options no matter how few, then it'll be worth it. Maybe not worth the price tag, as
what seems like a large number of items actually doesn't end up feeling like many more options, but it does include some of the
better and more interesting pieces. But chances are, if you're that person, you already own this.

If you merely liked SCVI and you're wondering if a few new characters and items will make the game better, it wont. In other
games DLC can change gameplay or add entirely new genres of visuals. The season pass is just familiar content. It's some more
nondescript armor pieces, some more European fantasy fashion, some more skimpy clothes. A lot of it seems to just be old
content brought back, nothing new. The new character move sets might mean something to serious competitive players, but to a
more casual player it wont feel that different from what's already there. Even the 2b moves just doesn't feel that unique.

There's still one more character to go, but it feels safe to bet it wont be anything shocking. It'll be an old character like
Cassandra or some other video game character who uses melee or magic in ways we already see. Whatever the character, their
outfit wont dramatically open up creative options. Honestly even if it was a very interesting character from a game with
interesting mechanics, it feels safe to say in SCVI they would amount to more melee in a costume.

You get the feeling the current development for the game is by design of a very very limited scope. Cheap, quick visual content
pumped out to get some more money out of more dedicated players hungry for more. That we're not going to see anything new..
I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.. Not worth the price they're asking
for what little it brings.. I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
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content brought back, nothing new. The new character move sets might mean something to serious competitive players, but to a
more casual player it wont feel that different from what's already there. Even the 2b moves just doesn't feel that unique.

There's still one more character to go, but it feels safe to bet it wont be anything shocking. It'll be an old character like
Cassandra or some other video game character who uses melee or magic in ways we already see. Whatever the character, their
outfit wont dramatically open up creative options. Honestly even if it was a very interesting character from a game with
interesting mechanics, it feels safe to say in SCVI they would amount to more melee in a costume.

You get the feeling the current development for the game is by design of a very very limited scope. Cheap, quick visual content
pumped out to get some more money out of more dedicated players hungry for more. That we're not going to see anything new..
How do I put this?

I get the feeling Bandai is trying to bury Soul Calibur. With the lack of information on content patches, lackluster armor
customization "bundles" that overcharges content that should be free, trying to tell me that music from better games is why I
need to spend that asking price and a complete content drought outside of any paid content. I cant help but ask why is Bandai
trying to chase away the fans of SC?. How do I put this?
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